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Cervical cancer is the second most common invasive cancer of the female
genital tract. In this study, samples prepared for standard Pap test were
used and examined using digital imaging software that analyzes the
difference between reflected diffuse white light and reflected polarized
light (opto-magnetic imaging spectrosopy) in order to detect normal,
dysplastic and cancerous cells. A digital camera customized for taking
OMIS pictures of samples and light-mater interaction software for optomagnetic image analysis guided the diagnostic decision to more refined
distinction between normal smear and the one containing either dysplastic
or cancerous cells. Since the application of OMIS enables detection of
significant differences between standard Pap test categories, this method
offers an advantage over classical methods in the area of early detection of
suspicious cells. By this method it is possible to obtain the result that is not
dependent on the capability, subjectivity, experience and knowledge of the
practitioner.
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convolution, opto-magnetic spectroscopy, cervical cancer detection.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer is the fifth most common cancer
affecting nearly 500,000 women worldwide each year.
In less developed countries it is the second most
common cancer in women accounting for nearly 300000
deaths every year, 80% of which occur in less and middeveloped countries [1].
An estimate of diagnosed cases for US has risen from
11,070 for the year 2008 to 11,630 for year 2012. Also,
an estimate for death expectancy in US has risen from 3
870 for the year 2008 to 4 140 for the year 2012 [2], [3].
Two conclusions can be drawn from these data: 1) the
striking discrepancy in number of diagnosed cancers (and
cancer deaths) between less developed and industrialized
countries is caused by introduction of cytological
screening programs in more developed societies in the
past few decades, and 2) the slight rise of expectancy
figures indicates that cervical cancer is not under control
even in highly developed countries, despite the increase
in diagnostic measures and introduced vaccination
against human papilloma virus (HPV).
Cervical cancer usually develops over a period of
more than 10 years pointing to weaknesses related to
the sensitivity of cytological screening. Due to extended
diagnostic period, interventions on changes that would
regress spontaneously are not uncommon, showing that
biopsies are often performed on false positive cytology
results. All this culminates in finding that frequent
testing, follow-up examinations, and excessive
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treatment due to equivocal findings make cervical
cancer screening an important cost factor in most
healthcare systems.
Two most widely used methods for early detection
and screening purposes are the Pap smear test and
human papilloma virus DNA test (HPV DNA). In case a
patient has been diagnosed with abnormal Pap test
results, additional methods are utilized which include
visualization of: cervical canal (colposcopy), bladder
(cytoscopy), and colon (proctoscopy) to examine the
possibility of cancer spreading to surrounding organs. In
parallel with these methods, biopsy is often performed
to analyze tissue samples.
Since the existing methods have not proven to be
sufficiently sensitive and cost-effective, novel
approaches are introduced in both modalities,
cytological (liquid cytology, ThinPrep) and biomarker
methods (HPV RNA, MYC). In search for less
expensive and more sensitive methods liquid-based
cervical cytology has been introduced offering a picture
of the sampled cells that is more consistent and easier to
interpret than in conventional smears, and greater ease
in standardization and allows for the sampled material
to be used for additional biomarker testing.
Subsequently, an array of comparison studies
followed, comparing the existing and new methods.
Comparison studies of Pap and HPV DNA testing
showed greater potential use of HPV testing in
screening tests for the detection of intraepithelial
neoplasia [4], [5]. Another study, due to encouraging
results of HPV tests [6], suggested gradual replacement
of all morphological methods based on cytology and
histology with HPV testing [7]. However, although
HPV infection is a necessary cause of development of
cervical cancer, at this stage HPV testing is unable to
distinguish between transient HPV infections and
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malignancy, while regressions participate significantly
in total number of diagnosed cases [7], [8]. Other
studies suggest that joint use of HPV and Pap test could
render better results than any of the methods used alone
[9], [10].
Therefore, improvements towards increased
sensitivity should be proposed and/or introduced. Other
variously combined comparison studies correlated other
significant methods in terms of sensitivity (HPV DNA,
ThinPrep Imager, Liquid and ordinary cytology).
These results signal that improvement of Pap method
is needed in terms of increasing its sensitivity. Some
attempts are already underway. Two studies have
compared the method of Automated ThinPrep Imaging
System (TIS) to manual examination [11], and
application of TIS in comparing liquid based versus
conventional cytology [12] showing that TIS detects 1.29
more cases of histological high grade squamous disease
per 1000 women screened than conventional cytology
(given that cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 1 has
been taken as the threshold for referral to colposcopy).
Our study introduces a new method, optomagnetic
imaging spectroscopy (OMIS) based on digital
recording light-matter interaction using standard Pap
smear slides and customized digital camera. This
method can examine the whole slide and does not
necessitate image segmentation that can increase
processing time. However, if desired, appropriate parts
of slides may and can be excluded from the rest of the
sample to eventually render more efficient guidance to
the diagnostic procedure.
In addition to customized camera, a software solution
is used for analysis of obtained images, yielding a
characteristic diagram – diagnostic result – showing the
intensities of light in correspondence with wavelength
difference. The OMIS method has been used in studies to
characterize properties of water [13,14], skin [15],
materials for contact lenses [16] and Epstein – Barr virus
detection in blood plasma samples [17].
2.

surface is taken with classical optical microscope the
obtained image is a product of electromagnetic
properties of light, while OMIS is based on difference
between diffuse white light (similar to daylight) and
reflected polarized light. This type of light is produced
when source of diffuse light irradiates the surface of
matter under a certain angle. Each type of matter has a
specific angle of polarized light. Since reflected
polarized light contains electrical component of lightmatter interaction, calculating the difference between
white light (electromagnetic) and reflected polarized
light (electrical) gives the magnetic properties of lightmatter interaction.
Since we used digital images in RGGB (red, greengreen, blue) system, we chose basic data in red and blue
channels for white diffuse light and reflected polarized
white light. Algorithm for data analysis is based on
“Maxwell triangle” chromaticity diagram and spectral
convolution according to ratio of (R-B)&(W-P), which
means that red minus blue wavelength of white and
reflected light will give: Reflected white light minus
Reflected polarized light is equal Magnetic fingerprint
of matter [21].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For this study we have gathered a total of 120 Pap
staining smear slides which were categorized by
standard Pap test examination into four groups (II –
normal with non-typical inflammation, 30 cases, III –
dysplasia, 30 cases, IV – carcinoma in situ, 30 cases, V
– suspicion to carcinoma, 30 cases).
We used a novel opto-magnetic imaging
spectroscopy (OMIS) method which is based on
electron properties of matter (covalent bonds, hydrogen
bonds, ion-electron interaction, Van der Walls
interaction) [13,18,21]. The method was originally
developed for early skin cancer and melanoma
detection. [19]. Bearing in mind that the orbital velocity
of valence electron in atoms is about 106 m/s, it gives
ratio between magnetic force (FM) and electrical force
(FE) of matter for about FM/FE≈10-4. Since force (F) is
directly related to quantum action (Planck’s action, h =
F × d × t = 6.626 x 10-34 Js) it means that the magnetic
force is four orders of magnitude closer to quantum
action and detecting the conformation change of matter
than the electrical force [20]. When a picture of a
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Figure 1. Incident white light will give different information
about sample surface properties, when reflected,
depending on the angle of incidence. Each type of matter is
characterized with a specific angle of incidence [21].

3.

RESULTS

Some typical digital images of Pap samples (group II)
obtained with diffuse white light and reflected polarized
light are selected and shown in figures 2a and 2b, 3a and
3b, 4a and 4b, respectively. Observation of these images
with naked eye would clearly testify no difference
between them. However, using computer assisted
analysis (CAA) based on spectral convolution algorithm
(SCA) we have extracted some interesting differences
whose final results are shown on corresponding
diagrams (figures 2c, 3c, and 4c). In spite that digital
images on figures 2, 3, and 4 are different, their OMIS
diagrams look surprisingly similar, almost the same. In
all three cases we observe four peaks, two of them
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having very similar positive intensity values (105 nm
and 123 nm) and two with negative intensity value (109
nm i 126 nm). These values are valid for spectral
convolution field. They are symmetrical and indicate
normal tissue state. The reason for this is same Pap
group, which is in this case normal.

Figure 4a, b. Digital image of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation): a) diffuse white light (left), b) reflected
polarized light (right).

Figure 2a, b. Digital image of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation): a) diffuse white light (left), b) reflected
polarized light (right).

Figure 4c. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation) obtained from images 4a, b.

Figure 2c. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation) obtained from images 2a, b.

However, the similarity of OMIS diagrams for
samples categorized as group III (dysplasia) is not
nearly ubiquitous as for group II (normal tissue state
with non-typical inflammation). For group III
(dysplasia) there are significant differences between
samples. The reason for this is because there is different
intensity of dysplasia (week, middle, strong). All
samples are from one group but with diversity from case
to case: there is change in peak intensity and small
difference in peak position.

Figure 3a, b. Digital image of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation): a) diffuse white light (left), b) reflected
polarized light (right).

Figure 5. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized as
group III (dysplasia).

Figure 3c. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized
as group II (normal tissue state with non-typical
inflammation) obtained from images 3a, b.
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All higher order Pap groups are described with
distinctive diagrams depicting their own characteristic
intensity to wavelength relationship. The most
important remark is that these patterns differ in an easily
detectable manner. The diagram for group III shown in
figure 5 has four peaks, belonging to following
wavelengths: 104 nm, 108 nm, 122 nm and 125 nm.
Peaks have intensities and wavelengths whose
distribution differs from that of group II. The same kind
of analysis can be conducted in a straightforward
FME Transactions

manner for the sample diagram in group IV (carcinoma
in situ), shown on Figure 6. The four peaks for group IV
differ from figure 5 in intensities and also possess a
slight shift in corresponding wavelengths (103 nm, 106
nm, 120 nm, 123 nm). First peak with positive intensity
value decreases in higher order Pap groups.

Figure 6. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized as
group IV (carcinoma in situ).

OMIS diagrams for samples categorized as group V
(suspicion to carcinoma) share some qualitative
similarity but differ markedly from groups II, III, and
IV. Looking at figure 7 we observe a quite different
diagram pattern. The difference is obvious not only in
number of peaks, but also in peak intensity that is
noticeably lower than intensity of typical peaks in
diagrams representing II, III and IV Pap group. The
patterns are unseen in lower grade groups and are likely
to be produced by malignant cells.

Fortunately, most new proposals for optimal
screening method are based on multi-level concepts –
e.g. primary screening with high sensitivity followed by
a specific test to clarify equivocal findings. At present,
in addition to cytology represented by Pap smear test,
HPV DNA testing is the only method with enough data
to support its use as part of primary screening.
The goal of this study is to use the standard Pap test
and improve its efficacy by providing means for more
rapid and accurate prediction potential. The two way
improvement includes: 1) rapid diagnosis enabled by
examination of the whole slide, without the need for
image segmentation (however, image segmentation is not
excluded as an option to improve accuracy, in this stage it
is not a necessary condition) that could eventually serve
as a good basis for automation of diagnostic process; 2)
increase in sensitivity due to efficient capturing of light
interaction through the convolution field. With regards to
increase sensitivity our method offers several prospective
parameters that could independently contribute to greater
accuracy improvement of Pap smear tests. They are:
wavelength, intensity of peaks along with their
distribution and shape.
Our future work is directed towards examining a
wider range of wavelength differences that is coupled
with encompassing a larger experimental group. These
two aspects could contribute by finding larger area that
is sensitive to tissue changes and will enable us to
conduct a more objective systematization of the results
and fully appreciate the possibilities that are offered.
Novel method and device open possibilities to
improve sensitivity, specificity and accuracy in cervical
cancer diagnosis.
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Figure 7. OMIS diagram of a Pap smear slide categorized as
group V (suspicion to carcinoma).
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DISCUSSION
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AНAЛИЗA ОБОЈЕНИХ ПAПAНИКOЛAУ РАЗМАЗА
КOРИШЋEЊEМ OПТO-МAГНEТНE ИМИЏИНГ
СПEКТРOСКOПИJE
Mилeнa Пaпић-Oбрaдoвић, Брaнислaвa
Jeфтић, Лидиja Maтиja

Кaрцинoм грлићa мaтeрицe je други пo рeду
најчешћи облик инвaзивног кaрцинoма код жeна. У
oвoj студиjи, узoрци припрeмљeни зa стaндaрдни
Пaп тeст су испитивaни имиџинг сoфтвeрoм кojи
aнaлизирa рaзлику измeђу рeфлeктoвaнe дифузнe
бeлe свeтлoсти и рeфлeктoвaнe пoлaризoвaнe
свeтлoсти (oптo-мaгнeтнa имиџинг спeктрoскoпиja)
у
циљу
дeтeктoвaњa
нoрмaлних
ћелија,
дисплaстичних ћeлиja и ћeлиja кaнцeрa. Дигитaлнa
кaмeрa прилaгoђeнa зa прикупљaњe OMИС сликa
узoрaкa и сoфтвeр зa aнaлизу oптo-мaгнeтних сликa
oмoгућили су дoбиjaњe финиjeг рaздвajaњa
нoрмaлних нaлaзa oд oних кojи сaдржe
дисплaстичнe ћeлиje или ћeлиje кaнцeрa. С oбзирoм
дa oвa мeтoдa дeтeктуje знaчajнe рaзликe измeђу
стaндaрдних Пaп кaтeгoриja, пoкaзaнa je њeнa
прeднoст у oднoсу нa кoнвeнциoнaлнe мeтoдe зa
рaну дeтeкциjу кaнцeрa. Опто-магнетна имиџинг
спектроскопија дaje рeзултaтe кojи нису зaвисни oд
стручнoсти, субjeктивнoсти и искуствa прaктичaрa.
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